
Comfortable win to finish the season [posted 27/08/16] 
Irvine were the visitors to Shawholm today as another Saturday league season took its bow.  
After winning the toss, visiting skipper Yadav elected to bat first.  And his openers set a 
decent base.  With Ihty struggling for control and suffering more running-on-the-pitch 
troubles, and Ghaff' beating the bat but without success, Ashraf and Singh had taken the 
score onto 38 without loss in the eleventh over before the 'Loc made the breakthrough.  
Ghaff' it was though who eventually achieved this, Singh trying one big shot too many and 
finding the safe hands of Aliyan at long-on.  38 for 1.  1 run later and the visitors were two 
down, new batter Alam bowled by Ghaff'.  Bang, bang.  39 for 2.  And the wickets kept 
coming.  By the end of the seventeenth over Irvine were five down and 46 for 5 meant they 
were 8 for 5 in just under seven overs!  Some respite was then afford as Mohiagha and Singh 
added 19 for the sixth wicket.  But they couldn't hold out and Singh was trapped LBW by 
Jurie.  65 for 6.  Then when the seventh wicket fell on 81 the rest of the wickets fell rapidly.  
96 all out.  
  
And with the 'Loc taking just 38 overs there was time for ten overs in their reply before tea.  
Owais and Uzzi started the run-chase quickly too.  Owais - though loose - scored heavily early 
on, with Uzzi the perfect foil.  However four balls from the tea break Owais - who'd reached 
33 - was dismissed, well caught by Alam at slip.  This brought Pasty in to face four balls 
which he successfully saw off.  At tea the side were 48 for 1, their target 97.  
  
After tea Pasty and Uzzi added only 5 though before - for the second week in a row - Uzzi 
was dismissed coming down the wicket.  CJ2 was Pasty's new partner, in at four.  As always 
he was positive from the get-go and would, with Pasty, accumulate the remaining 44 runs 
needed for the win.  Pasty finished unbeaten on 31, CJ2 on 13 not out, as the winning runs 
were scored in the 21st over.  97 for 2, and a comfortable eight-wicket win to finish an 
encouraging season that sees the side finish runner-up in the division. 
  
The 'Loc involved in a thriller in Stirling [posted 20/08/16] 
In what turned out to be one of the very few matches played to a completion on yet another 
grubby #Scottishsummer day, the 'Loc, chasing 143 in 35 overs on D/L, eventually tied with 
Stirling County on the last ball.  Back to the start though: the match started on time, with 
Stirling County batting first after being inserted by Pasty.  An early breakthrough by Ghaff' 
saw Taylor unluckily drag one on in the first over, and then with the home side 34 for 3 as 
early as the seventh over, it looked like a good start for the 'Loc.  But home skipper Tweedie 
steadied the ship and, with Samaii, added 28 for the fourth wicket, before the first rain 
interruption - 63 for 4 after fourteen overs - intervened.  Frustratingly thirteen overs-a-side 
were then lost.  That said, tea was taken during this break in play and this helped avoid 
further loss of overs.  
  
After the re-start Bradburn became the fifth wicket to go down, departing caught and bowled 
by Ghaff' to give him a "3-for".  Tweedie was still there though, and looking completely 
untroubled.  And in new partner Shaw, he found the perfect foil.  The two added 67 for the 
sixth wicket, that wicket seeing Shaw depart in the final of his side's allotted 35 overs (a 
further two overs had been lost during a second weather interruption) for a well-made 34 
(58) that included four 4s.  Tweedie then followed next ball as Aliyan took "two-in-two", 
which left just enough time for a single from the last delivery of the first innings to see 
Stirling County finish on 148 for 7.  After the D/L calculation the 'Loc were set 143 to win.  
  
And after a bumpy start, that saw Owais depart for 1, trapped LBW by Loggenberg in the 
second over, a reasonable base was set by Uzzi and Pasty.  The pair nudged the ball around 
and managed to go along at around 4-an-over, pretty much the required rate.  The score 
went passed 50 without further concern, but then - with the total having reached 55 - Uzzi 
missed a Shaw delivery having gone down the wicket to it, and Taylor did the rest.  Out, 
stumped, for 14.  Pasty was joined by Jurie and these two continued the steady accumulation 
of runs towards the 'Loc's target.  100 was passed, as was the pair's 50 partnership.  
However they couldn't see the job through as Pasty departed for 47, Anderson taking the 



wicket.  Now it was CJ2 to the middle, and he'd bat positively in making 21 from 22 
deliveries.  But, like Pasty, he'd not make it to the finish line.  It was 141 for 4 when CJ2 was 
dismissed, run out by Ali who was bowling the last over.  The over had started with the 
simplest of equations: 2 needed to win in six balls, Jurie and CJ2 in, and seven wickets in 
hand.  Simplicity itself.  Well maybe not when the first five balls are:  . W W . W  Yikes!  Two 
run outs (Ghaff' being run out first ball, to follow CJ2), and Jurie being trapped LBW on ball 
five.  This left LWB to face his first, and the match's last, ball.  1 run tied it, 2 runs saw a 'Loc 
win, a dot saw a home win.  Luckily for the 'Loc Lewis's eyes saw clearly in the gathering 
gloom and he middled the ball to the long off boundary and 2 runs were comfortably run to 
end a Keystone Cops-esque last over.  But then after appeals by the home fielders that Ihty 
hadn't, in fact, run more than halfway down the track, never mind two, the 'Loc were 
awarded 1 run, and it was a tie, this after they'd apparently tried everything they could to try 
and not win it at all!  A wild end to a wet and wild afternoon!   
  
Batting frailties see the 'Loc lose [posted 06/08/16] 
The 'Loc welcomed West of Scotland to Shawholm today, and with Pasty at a wedding in the 
US it was Jurie who was in charge.  Other enforced changes to the side included Uzzi and 
Rambo being away with Scotland Under 15s in Ireland, and Lewis ruling himself out through 
illness.  After the toss, Jurie decided to bowl first and - jumping to the end - when West had 
been restricted to 132 for 7 in a reduced 44-over allocation things looked good.  The bowlers 
had stuck to their task well, not panicking after 7 for 1 early on had progressed to 54 for 1 
with Young and Watson batting well, and looking relatively untroubled.  However when 
Young was bowled round his legs by Jurie this triggered a collapse,.....of sorts.  Not a real 
shocker, but certainly the remainder of the visitors' innings reflected their recent batting woes 
as no-one looked settled and wickets fell at regular intervals.  Fennah, batting at six, did get 
to 34, however it wasn't ever an innings that threatened to take the game away from the 'Loc 
coming, as it did, from 60 balls.  He got reasonable support from Farndale who ground out 20 
from 46 deliveries, the pair adding 48 for the sixth wicket.  However - note - grinding out a 
partnership shouldn't be poo-poo'd, read on to see why! 132 for 7 was the eventual West 
score, their innings being limited to 44 overs after a couple of rain interruptions, one that saw 
the sides take an early tea before the players came back out for West to bat for a final five 
overs.  For the 'Loc Jurie's 3 for 16 was the standout bowling, with the others - aside Aliyan 
and Mushy - all getting through their overs at less than 4 runs-an-over.  In passing though 
it's maybe worth highlighting Ihty getting a final warning for running on the pitch early on, a 
warning that saw him out of the attack as a precaution until the final overs. 
  
After a D/L calculation the 'Loc's target was 144 in 44 overs.  Straight-forward enough you'd 
have thought.  But then you'd have thought wrong.  In what must be one of the most inept 
batting displays for some time the side somehow managed to make most of the batting 
mistakes that can be made, all in the one innings.  Let's start with the bare bones for now 
though: seven batters out caught.  Two bowled, and one (Aliyan) trapped LBW.  But seven 
being caught doesn't really do those dismissals justice: six were caught "in the ring" as 
batters mis-hit/didn't hit/chipped horribly to fielders.  Woeful.  The exception was Owais's 
dismissal: having got to 25 from just 26 balls [Ed: though he was dropped early on], and 
McNulty having just put mid-off back, Owais then casually chipped a McNulty full toss straight 
to the now long-off to be the third batter out.  Getting out cheaply can happen, however 
more often the greater crime is to get in then throw it away.  And the offence in this instance 
was devoid of mitigating factors, Muhammad (2) and CJ2 (4) having both already been 
dismissed.  And with a shorter batting line-up, experience-wise, to get out as Owais did was 
frustrating.  44 for 3 in the tenth over.  As noted Mo and CJ were already out, the former 
bowled by McNulty, the latter cleaned up by Smith to continue a tough run of form.  Jurie 
and Adil (batting up the order at five) then put on just 14 in seven overs before both 
departed within 3 runs of each other, 58 for 3 becoming 61 for 5.  Jurie tamely holded out at 
cover, Adil chipped one to mid-off.  West's catching practice had begun.  Rosco would then 
bat with a few partners, before - having reached 19 from 75 balls, struggling to rotate the 
strike - he was eighth out in the 41st over, the run-rate by that juncture having risen to well 
over 7s.  And though Ross's scoring travails were the most acute, he wasn't alone, Stouty's 



10 came from 26 balls, and CJ's 3 used up eleven balls.  In truth the side never looked like 
chasing the modest total set them, and so when Mushy was last out in over 44, caught at 
long-on for a cameo 21 (33), the home supporters had had plenty time to not only notice 
that the writing was on the wall, but build the wall itself!  130 all out in 43.3 overs.  Four 
batters in to double figures, none past 25.  No partnership greater than 24.  No evidence of a 
plan of how the target was going to be chased down.  Poor - tame - dismissals.  Overall: a 
miserable performance with the bat.   
  
And so the old mantras are regurgitated yet again: "it's a thinking game", "have a plan", 
"rotate the strike", "hit the ball, don't just pat it", etc, etc.  Granted it's an easy game from 
the press box, but maybe - today - not so much easier than chasing 144 in 44 overs?  
 
Win over Weirs.....just [posted 30/07/16] 
The 'Loc recorded a win over Weirs today, at Shawholm, but only just.  Batting first after 
visiting skipper Shah called incorrectly, the 'Loc eventually posted 198 for 9, this after being 
15 for 3 early on with Mo (2), Owais (4) and Pasty (4) all out.  The openers had both "nicked 
off" behind, whilst Pasty was adjudged LBW.  This left some rebuilding to be done, and Jurie 
and CJ2 were the contractors required to start laying the foundations.  But they'd only 
managed 17 bricks when a rebuild was required: CJ2 cleaned up by Shah for 6, and the 'Loc 
still struggling at 32 for 4.  Enter Uzzi, at five.  With concentration beyond his years, Uzzi 
played the ideal innings, adding 78 with Jurie for the fifth wicket.  And it was Jurie that was 
dismissed, skying a catch to "cow" where Kanwar held on.  Out for 60, crucial in the 
circumstances even if he'd be frustrated to have holed out.  Uzzi was still there though, and 
batting well.  Rosco couldn't hang around with him though, as - with no little suggestion of 
cricketing karma being involved [Ed: think back to the St. Michael's game!] - he was run out 
for 6 after having been sent back by Uzzi.  The decision looked a tight one, but with no 
referrals yet in Scottish club cricket off he had to go.    Rosco's departure brought Rambo 
to the middle, and he and Uzzi put on 24 before the latter's patient knock came to end.  After 
having reached 42, Uzzi tamely chipped a catch to Shah at short cover to give Akram the first 
of what would be three wickets.  Rambo then followed shortly after, LBW to Akram, and the 
'Loc were 147 for 8.  Just over eleven overs to bat, and a danger the side might be bowled 
out inside their allotted 50 overs.  However Beast and Ihty weren't for that and the two 
batted sensible - and positively - in putting on 41 in just over ten overs to see the 'Loc's total 
push towards 200.  And when Ihty hit the final ball for 6, even though Lewis had holed out at 
the start of the final over, the 'Loc had set Weirs 199 to win. 
  
The Weirs reply was slightly delayed after a shower saw the covers being put on.  But no 
overs were lost.  199 to win.  For the 'Loc, with both Adil and Aliyan unavailable, Ihty found 
himself bowling in tandem with Jurie.  However the experiment didn't really work as Jurie 
struggled early on.  Ihty's control was offset by the runs leaked at the other end, so much so 
that the visitors raced to 50 for 0 in the first ten overs.  Beast was by this time on instead of 
jurie at the Cart End, but to no avail.  He was just as expensive, with every over containing 
the proverbial "4 ball".  And today this ball was more often than not a full toss.  Result?  
Despatched.  Pasty was searching for control at this stage with Weirs racing along.  Crazy 
Horse was brought in to the attack, as was Mo for his first bowl of the season.  And these 
two eventually delivered: wickets and economy.  Mo grabbed the first two wickets, Murray 
(28) edging him behind to Rosco, and Akram (39) holing out to a really good diving catch at 
mid-off by Beast.  87 for 2.  Two new batters to bowl at.  But, still, at this juncture, Weirs 
were in the "box seat".  Run-rate wasn't a problem, and there were still eight wickets to take 
for the 'Loc.  Then, with the score on 102, in the over after drinks, a double breakthrough: 
Raja and Pettigrew both dismissed.  Crazy Horse trapping the former leg before, Ihty - back 
for a second spell - bowling the latter.  Was the pendulum swinging the 'Loc's way?  25 were 
then added for the fifth wicket, the dangerous Shah trapped LBW by Pasty who had brought 
himself in to the attack.  127 for 5.  Game on.  15 runs later Weirs were six down, Kanwar 
stumped by Rosco off Jurie's bowling, the big guy back into the attack and bowling with 
much more control.  Weirs now needed 57, and they had ten overs to get them in, with four 
wickets in hand.  Maybe at this stage the 'Loc were favourites.  150 was passed.  Still six 



down.  But then, bang, bang, bang!  152 for 7, 156 for 8 and 157 for 9 - three wickets just 
like that.  Jurie with a second scalp, and Pasty his second and third.  A rotund female was 
now gargling.  2 runs later it was all over, and - fittingly - it was Ihty who secured the win, 
bowling Afzal for 0, and Weirs were all out 159.  The 'Loc had won by 39 runs.  And it was 
fitting Ihty secured the win with his second wicket after his unbeaten 33* (38) at the end of 
the first innings and having returned bowling figures - over three spells - of 11-3-23-2.  A top 
effort!  [Ed: now we just need to find a way to keep him awake in the field!]   
  
So another win.  And one that had to be scrapped for.  Lots of areas to improve on, but also 
lots of pluses.  Jurie's and Uzzi's knocks, the 'Loc's lower order, and then Ihty's, Mo's and 
Pasty's bowling, and some good outfield catches.  In this latter regard mention in despatches 
for Jurie's two grabs in the slips, Lewis's diving catch and Rambo holding on to the skyer at 
long-on. 
  
Not all it seems [posted 23/07/16] 
Scoring 312 for 6, and winning by 112 runs seems to suggest an all-round pretty good day 
"at the office", however first looks can be deceiving.  And so it is if you have a quick glance at 
the scorecard from today's 'Loc win at Hughenden against Hillhead.  312 for 6 was the 'Loc's 
score, featuring 100 (82) from Jurie and 71 (67) from owais, with cameo 30s from Mo and 
Pasty, and a late overs 17* (9) from Rambo.  But..... it could have - maybe should have - 
been bigger.  Mo will be frustrated he didn't go on to make a bigger score, tamely pulling a 
short ball to square leg, Owais will ponder his rash decision to run down the track and get 
sumped having reached 71 and with opening partner Mo having just got out and leaving 
Pasty and Jurie to start again, and both Jurie and Pasty will rue draining catches down long 
off's throat.  Harsh?  Sure, but if the side's to become more ruthless when on top, and 
batters more clinical when having got in, these are the lessons to learn.  Don't mis-hear me 
dear reader, 312 is still a good score to post, and a number of batters played the 
circumstances well on a wicket that had some uneven carry.  So 313 it was to win for the 
home side. 
  
However if the first half had a few chips that tarnished its over look, the second half was 
pretty poor.  Things weren't helped by Hillhead determining early on to play for losing batting 
points and not the win, and a rain interruption that saw a wet ball for most of the second 
innings.  However these aren't excuses for a lacklustre performance in which 56 of Hillhead's 
eventual 200 runs came in extras, including 34 in wides and 10 in no balls!  Ouch!  Memories 
of St. Michael's in there!  Ihty and Adil opened and the home batters seemed largely 
disinterested in taking them on: 11-1-23-0 were there combined figures.  From then on in it 
was slow stuff, 'til Uzzair bowled two overs at the end.  Crazy Horse got through ten overs, 
CJ2 ten, and Pasty eleven.  Pasty got a "3-for" [Ed: that might've been one more, but for a 
claimed catch by Jurie being disputed by the batter and the umpires giving the batter the 
benefit of the doubt after discussion] but in truth his inconsistency was as consistent (!) as 
the others.  200 for 7 was the Hillhead final score, CJ2 and Mo both holding on to a couple of 
catches, and Hasseeb picking up a brace of wickets.  A win by 112 runs then, but far from 
the perfect performance and still that complete performance is to be found.  
  
Cathartic [posted 16/07/16] 
With memories of that defeat down in Dumfries still fresh in anyone's mind who was there, 
today's home win by the 'Loc over St. Michael's was likely reasonably cathartic.  In the end it 
was straight-forward enough: a 96-run win sounding comprehensive.  However cricket's 
seldom as simple as a scorecard might suggest, and this game had its ebbs and its flows.  
The 'Loc batted first and, after a great start - 53 for 0 inside fifteen overs - the wheels then 
came off a bit.  Mo and Owais both ended up at the same end as the latter departed, run 
out, for 30.  Then Mo (31) swung across the line at Lamb's first ball and 53 for 1 was 63 for 
2.  Two other quick wickets later - Pasty (1) and CJ2 (5) - and the side were all-of-a-sudden 
72 for 4.  Uzzi and Jurie then steadied things a bit and got the side into three figures, but it 
couldn't last and with the score on 109 Uzzi was trapped LBW by Lamb.  He was all over the 
'Loc batters, and Jurie was lucky to still be in waiting on another partner as he'd been 



dropped four times!  But he was still there, and, with Rosco now for company, took the score 
on to 135 with just over six overs to go.  Then another run out shambles: Rosco inexplicably 
sending Jurie back, then forgetting to cross to sacrifice his wicket for the batter who was set, 
and it was 135 for 6.  Jurie's luck had run out, and he was,.....run out.  For 46.  Rosco then 
batted with the rest of the line-up as 167 for 9 was eventually posted.  And the fact the total 
was this high owed much to Ihty's cameo 17* (9) in the final overs.  168 to win then. 
  
With bad weather around - there'd been rain-interruptions in the first innings - the task for 
St. Michael's was to try and stay ahead on D/L as much as it was to chase down 169.  
However the 'Loc opening bowlers - Ghaff' and Ihty - had other ideas and their combined 
opening spell returned 14-6-20-3.  Great stuff.  Both St. Michael's overseas players were back 
in the "hutch", as was danger man Brockwell.  Likely only skipper Holmes could now steer his 
side to the win.  And when Holmes - having reached 33 - holed out to Pasty at long-on off 
Aliyan's bowling, the end was nigh.  The lower middle order and tail offered some stubborn 
resistance, but runs weren't coming.  And when Ghaff' cleaned up Naysmith, he had a "5-
for", and the 'Loc had a 96-run win.  Cathartic as noted. 
  
Doing the basics! [posted 07/07/16] 
The 'Loc exited the West League Cup tonight, as visitors Drumpellier strolled to the 88 they 
needed in a rain-interrupted match that saw the Coatbridge side given fifteen overs to chase 
their target.  The rain had come as the 'Loc's innings neared its end, being halted abruptly in 
the middle of the nineteenth over with the side on 97 for 3.  Jurie had been first out having 
made 55 (58), Mo' had followed shortly after, run out for 25 (44), with Pasty the third batter 
to get out.  97 for 3 - notwithstanding that the innings was interrupted, and fully 
acknowledging the tricky'ness of conditions after the wet weather - reflected a whole lot of 
runs left out on the field.  Jurie (even though he ended up at nearly a run-a-ball) faced 33 
dot balls, whilst Mo' faced 25.  That's a whopping 58 between them, or nearly ten overs 
worth!  The other three batters who eventually made it to the middle scored 9 from eight.  
With the boundaries set big with the thinking that the 'Loc's younger fielders would benefit, 
and this would frustrate the visitors' bunters, it's even more frustrating that so many singles 
weren't looked for.  97 for 3 in 18.3 overs it was though, and with D/L kicking in this meant 
Drumpellier were set 88 to win in fifteen overs.  Advantage the 'Loc,.....surely.  
  
Unless of course you gift 7 in wides, drop a couple of catches, mis-field with a regularity that 
verges on the farcical and throw in a missed stumping for good measure.  And so whilst the 
Under 11 basics of rotating the strike and running the first run quickly were ignored in the 
first innings, so the basics of bowling and fielding - the processes that produce the outcomes 
- weren't performed in the second.  As a result,.....the result quite rightly went against the 
'Loc.  And the consequences of the basics not being performed, when under even the 
slightest of knockout match pressure, were there to be seen.  Drumps' opener drains a 
straight-forward catch to the 'Loc fielder on the long on boundary.  Straight into his 
hands,.....then out again.  The opener scores another 17 runs at better than a run-a-ball.  
The 'Loc bowler tries a "clever" slower ball.  It's a leg-side wide.  Next ball?  6 over cover.  
Etc.  You get the idea.  Cause and effect.  
  
Well done therefore to Drumpellier who simply did the basics better, played the conditions 
better, and rode the luck they were handed.  For the 'Loc it's another harsh reminder that 
doing the brilliant might win you a few games, but when the collective fail to do the basics, 
the outcome's usually a "L".  
  
The 'Loc beat the weather,....and Renfrew [posted 02/07/16] 
The Met Office caused all sorts of chaos today as its ever-changing forecast toyed with the 
emotions of both sides in today's league match at Shawholm.  Renfrew were the visitors, and 
when they arrived on site the wicket was snug under its cover as rain lashed across the 
ground.  12 noon came-and-went as a start time, and it was only after some good work by 
the groundstaff that a 2pm start - and a reduced 40 overs-a-side match - was decided on.  
And even when it was, there was still the threat of tea-time rain meaning the "window" to get 



a "game" in [Ed: each side being able to bat at least twenty overs] wasn't the widest you'll 
see all season.  
  
After the toss it was the 'Loc who were batting.  Mo and Owais opened and put on 15 before 
the former mis-timed a pull shot off Arshad and was caught by Muzzaffar for 11.  This 
brought Pasty in, and with Owais finding his league form, the two took the score past 50.  
They then went past 100, and through their own 100-run partnership, until, having reached 
62 from just 59 balls, Pasty holed out to [Imran] Malik to give Arshad a second wicket with 
the 'Loc score having moved on to 136.  A really good 121-run partnership.  And as Pasty had 
done before him, Owais then went to 50, now with Jurie for company.  In truth maybe Jurie 
might've preferred more overs to bat, but with the reduction to 40 overs-a-side, and Pasty 
and Owais having batted so long together, he didn't arrive in the middle until over 27.  Still 
he'd add an important 26 before skying one to Baig.  This only 8 runs after Owais had been 
bowled for 74 by Amir.  188 for 4.  CJ2 then entertained the spectators with a cameo 20 not 
out from just fourteen balls, he and Beast scurrying really well between the stumps in the 
final overs.  The total went past 200 and the innings would close on 209 for 4.  A decent 
score, not least given the soft and still pretty damp outfield.  
  
Tea was cut short having lost time earlier in the day, and with a D/L result only possible if 
Renfrew faced twenty overs, the side opened with slow bowlers at both ends as overs were 
rushed through.  Jurie from the Cart End, Beast bowling from the Burrell End.  And as crucial 
as cracking on through the overs, it was also important that wickets were taken given the 
impact these have on the D/L par score.  So, pleasingly, by over fourteen Renfrew had 
slipped to 48 for 3.  And as the D/L start line of over twenty approached a fourth wicket fell: 
74 for 4 in the nineteenth.  Beast was the man doing the damage, taking the first three 
wickets to fall.  He'd get through his full [reduced] twelve-over spell in double-quick time, 
with Jurie rattling off his [reduced] eight overs in similarly efficient fashion.  Game on it was 
then.  And though the Renfrew innings was steadied by Professional Ahmed Said (75*), in 
truth he found little support, with [Zahid] Malik (23) the only other batter to get to 20.  And 
when the final wicket fell, off the last ball of the innings - Beast taking a catch in the deep to 
dismiss Arshad - Said was the not out batter at the other end, and Renfrew had finished 167 
for 8 to see the 'Loc win by 42 runs.  Aside Lewis's "3-for" there was brace of wickets for 
Pasty, with Ihty bowling efficiently at the death to return 5-0-15-0.  So a good win, and in 
tricky conditions.  
  
The 'Loc left frustrated [posted 25/06/16] 
Rain sweeping across Maress left the 'Loc frustrated this evening after they'd bowled out 
hosts Irvine for just 114 to leave themselves what should've been a straight-forward run-
chase.  However at 18 without loss, and having been off twice already for rain, when a really 
big dump arrived it was game off.  Mo' and Uzzi were the not out batters, both on 7.  
  
115 had been set as the target after a decent - if not wholly consistent - performance in the 
field.  Pasty led the way in the number of wickets taken, but it was really Aliyan, who opened 
with Jurie, who did the real damage.  He cleaned up both Singh and home pro' Chaudhary to 
see Irvine rocked on their heels at 34 for 4 inside fifteen overs.  From there a good 
partnership of 41 between Singh (23) and Nayak (19) settled the home ship, but when they 
both went - in consecutive deliveries - with the score having moved on to 75, the 'Loc's hosts 
were back in bother.  Yadav - who needed a runner - did bunt a few later on, in making 21, 
but when Beast [Ed: that's a ridiculous hair do!] bowled Doolan it was all over: 114 all out.  
  
Then it rained.  
  
Good win over Stirling County [posted 18/06/16] 
The 'Loc were again at home in Saturday league today, entertaining Stirling County.  After a 
wet week it was likely that whichever skipper ended up with the choice after the toss, their 
side would be in the field first.  And after visiting skipper Tweedie guessed wrong, Stirling 
County were batting.  The 'Loc opening bowlers again made decent early inroads as the 



visitors slipped to 40 for 3, with Taylor (6), Bradburn (1) and Loggenberg (8) all back in the 
clubhouse.  But Tweedie dug in, and would hold his side's inningfs together.  With Anderson 
(17) he put on 56 for the fifth wicket, but he just couldn't keep a partner for long enough to 
really create momentum.  And when he was eighth out himself, trapped LBW by Pasty, 
Stirling County were 141 for 8 in the 46th over.  And with two balls left in the innings they 
were all out, Anderson run out looking for a second, courtesy of a direct hit from Ihty from 
the deep.  155 all out.  Ghaff' had done the most damage with a "4-for", with Pasty sneaking 
out two as he returned figures of 19.4-1-21-2.  
  
156 to win then.  The Shah Bros. again opened, but Owais went early as his tough trot 
continued.  He was trapped LBW by Loggenberg in the third over, having scored 4.  Uzzi 
though continued on from seven days previously and, with Pasty for company, settled the 
ship.  The two put on 57 for the second wicket, Pasty (38) being bowled by Martin.  This 
brought Jurie to the middle and he'd bat through to the end, first with Uzzi, then with CJ2.  
The latter joined Jurie after Uzzi departed for another important opener's knock of 25.  CJ2 
batted positively when he got to the middle, stroking three 4s and hitting a big 6 over long-
on, to end up on a near run-a-ball 32 not out.  Jurie ended up on 40 not out, from 62 balls.  
Another good, and patient, innings from the big fella.  158 for 3 then, and a seven-wicket 
win.  The winning post was reached with over fifteen overs to spare, and the 'Loc can be 
pleased to have recorded the win against a good side.  Next up in the league are Irvine, at 
Marress, next Saturday.  
  
The 'Loc beat Accies,.....and the rain [posted 11/06/16] 
On a day that saw the 'Holmboys suffer an abandonment, and a number of other matches 
settled by D/L, the 'Loc managed to avoid any dramas with a straight-forward win over 
northsiders, Glasgow Accies.  After the toss, visiting skipper Andrew elected to bat first, but 
at 14 for 2 this might've seemed a rash decision.  Gaff' had cleaned up both King and Singh, 
and it'd be over to Andrew and new partner Sheridan to rebuild.  And they looked like being 
able to do so, adding 23 before Sheridan was third out, trapped LBW by Ihty.  Andrew 
therefore had a third new partner, in the shape of Malik.  Another 26 were added by this pair 
before Andrew again had to watch someone leave him - Malik caught by Owais at short leg 
off Jurie's bowling 63 for 4.  Andrew himself then departed adjudged to haved edged Pasty to 
Jurie at slip.  63 for 5 and Accies in some bother.  However 'keeper McLauchlan then added 
47 with Brennand - the former scoring more heavily - as the 'Loc went a bit flat in the field, 
and runs - albeit not quickly - were scored without undue worry.  But then after the pair had 
brought up Accies' 100, and taken the score on to 110, Brennand was dismissed, caught and 
bowled, by Jurie.  110 for 6.  From this juncture wickets again fell fairly regularly, and when 
Chohan was bowled by CJ2 Accies were all out 143. 
  
After tea the 'Loc reply started with the Shah brothers again.  Owais though didn't last long 
as he edged his namesake [Irfan] Shah to slip,.....via a deflection off 'keeper McLauchlan's 
glove!  2 for 1.  Pasty (28) and Uzzair then added 66 before they were separated, Pasty 
inexplicably calmy chipping Malik to mid-off.  This brought Jurie to the middle, and he and 
Uzzi batted well together - Jurie the aggressor, Uzzi playing his own game.  But with the 
finishing line in sight, Uzzi decided to mirror his skipper's mode of dismissal and chipped Malik 
[again!] to Sheridan at extra cover.  135 for 3.  This just left time for CJ2 to score a single 
before Jurie finished things off - to finish unbeaten on 65 - and see the side across that line.  
A win by seven wickets.  
  
Weirs beaten in the West League Cup [posted 08/06/16] 
It was local derby night in the West League Cup again this evening as Weirs visited.  After 
the toss, won by the Albert Park side's skipper, the 'Loc were in the field.  And what a start.  
Adil's first over read like this: W W . W . 4 !  Weirs 0 for 3 after four balls, and 4 for 3 when 
the dust had settled on that first over.  And the drama didn't stop there as Crazy Horse's 
recovery from illness saw him in the side and bowling over two,.....that went for 13!  
Carnage.  Over three brought anorther boundary, but Gaff's fourth wicket.  23 for 4.  Phew.  
Then some overs of relative quiet as Jurie and Pasty got through their four each.  Overs five 



through eleven saw Weirs add just 17 runs whilst losing three more wickets: Jurie picked one 
up courtesy of Pasty holding the catch at long-off, and Pasty helped himself to one as Dr Uzzi 
held on to the chance that presented itself to him, at long-on.  The third wicket in this middle 
period - for Jurie - saw Kazmi trapped LBW.  So 47 for 7 after eleven.  And when it was 62 
for 9 in the fifteenth over, it seemed like the 'Loc might be chasing a really low score.  But 
Faiz Shah had other ideas.  The Weirs number ten bunted himself to 40 from just 21 balls 
late on as Aliyan, brought in to the attack in over seventeen, bowled a nine-ball over costing 
12, and CJ2's solitary over was hit all round Shawholm for 18.  Lewis's final over - over 
nineteen - then cost 10 before Shah finally missed one and was bowled to end the innings.  
103 all out. 
  
In reply the run-chase ended up being pretty much of the regulation variety.  There were a 
few fireworks from Jurie as he scored 64 from just 47 balls - including one big maximum that 
bounced back off the changing room window!  Dr Uzzi (12*) was his not out partner come 
the finish line being crossed in over fourteen, this after Rosco and Pasty had both succumbed 
to unexpected short deliveries that both gloved/fended off to close fielders.  The only other 
incidents of note were Qamar's travails.  The Weirs opening bowler started with a thirteen-
ball over that cost 13, before finishing - from the other end - with an eight-ball over!  
Sometimes it's just not your day.  
  
So an eight-wicket win that keeps everyone interested in the competition going in to next 
week's final round of games.  In the other match in the 'Loc's section this evening, Clydesdale 
beat West of Scotland by 16 runs. 
  
The 'Loc sneak past West [posted 04/06/16] 
The 'Loc came away from Hamilton Crescent today with the 25 win points, but in truth had 
West won there'd have been no sense of injustice such was the closeness of the match.  In 
the end Jurie's unbeaten 127 (127 balls) was the difference.  And it was fitting he was still 
there in the 48th over when Amaan hit the winning runs and could take the congratulations.  
240 for 7 beat 239 all out are the bare facts, but they don't really do the game justice.  For 
the 'Loc there'll still be frustration amidst the winning feeling, as they again were über 
generous in the extras department.  34 were included in the West total, the home side 
batting first on a good wicket and in glorious conditions.  And the tone was again, 
frustratingly [Ed: there's that word again] set from the start as Adil's opening over cost 12.  
There was also both indiscipline and sloppiness in some of the fielding, as overthrows were 
again entries in the scorebook.  But, yet, amidst the ridiculous there was the sublime.  Owais 
held on to a really good low catch at slip to get rid of "Overseas Amateur" McLachlan, and 
the same player combined really well with Rosco to run out opener Gibb, Owais' diving stop 
at mid-wicket the key to Gibb being sent back.  But, still, frustration.  Added to the 
indiscipline with the ball today, there were also numerous grassed chances.  In no particular 
order Jurie, CJ2, Pasty, Aliyan, Rosco, Uzzair [Ed: a genuine howler], Beast and Ihty, all put 
down chances.  Some easier than others, but all catch'able, and chances the side should be 
looking to hold on to.  So in a funny way, here's the irony - it's pleasing so many chances 
were created, but to spurn so many is criminal, and on many days will not be recoverable 
from.  And 20, when all was said and done, and West's innings closed on 239 all out - 
Gardiner run out looking for a second off the last ball of their innings - it was hard to know 
whether there was a sense of relief it wasn't more, or head-scratching as to why, again, 
there'd been so many errors made.  Anyway, 240 to win it would be. 
  
For West, Fearn had held the innings together with his 70 (74 balls), after Watson (51) had 
provided a decent base.  Fearn was instrumental in batting with the lower order and and 
taking his side from a potentially perilous 123 for 5, to 239.  Many, too, of McNulty's cameo 
26 not out, a quick-fire innings that saw him face just the eighteen deliveries.  On the 
wickets-taken front, Pasty - who'd come in to the attack late on - sneaked a "3-for", whilst 
Jurie returned impressive figures of 10-1-24-1. 
  



After tea the run-chase was spearheaded by the Shah boys, with Owais back up-top.  
However after a lovely clipped 4 through mid-wicket early on, Owais'd be first out, mis-timing 
a pull off Smith to give Young an easy catch.  Uzzair then followed his big brother back to the 
pavilion as Fearn took a blinder of a one-handed catch at cover.  17 for 2.  Pasty and Jurie 
had a rebuilding job to do.  And fortunately they did it.  Taking the total, first, past 50, they 
then saw the back of 100, and then their 100 parrnership, with both going past 50, before - 
with the score on 135 Pasty was bowled round his legs by Farndale, who'd been brought in to 
the West attack.  And with a real impact.  Four balls later he'd also bowled CJ2!135 for 2 was 
now 137 for 4.  Still evenly matched, but certainly a different "feel".  Rosco was in at six, 
amnd he'd play an important role in settling things again, adding 55 in partnership with Jurie 
as runs were accumulated steadily and the required rate hovered around the run-a-ball.  And 
when the two were separated - Rosco being caught and bowled by that man Farndale again - 
there was still 48 needed.  Adil then came and went reasonably quickly for a run-a-ball 8, and 
Beast didn't trouble the scorers.  Another over that saw two wickets fall.  At this stage it 
really was either side's match.  Jurie was still there, and was the "set" batter, and he'd be 
joined by Rambo.  And it continued to be nip-and-tuck,.....until the 46th over.  In fact until 
that over's last two balls.  6, 6, Jurie depositing a ball through the West pavilion window - 
literally - and then the next one into the overlooking apartments' car park.  The momentum 
suddenly swung in the 'Loc's direction.  But then over 47 was another tight one as opener 
Smith relinquished only 4 more runs.  Over 48 then, Farndale again the bowler.  How would 
he hold it together having seen his last balls despatched.  Dot.  Safe enough.  But then 4, 4, 
4.  It was now almost all over.  And two balls later it was.  Jurie unbeaten on 127, and 
Amaan 7 not out.  'Loc win!  
  
A cracking finish, and genuine commiserations to West who were right in it until just the last 
few overs.  
  
Back-to-back cup losses [posted 02/06/16] 
Sometimes it's a tad dull writing these reports.  And so sometimes your scribe sets themself a 
wee challenge.  And so it is tonight.  My mission, should I choose to accept it, is to write the 
report in fewer minutes than there were runs gifted in extras in this evening's Rowan Cup exit 
to Ferguslie.  Actually, now I've looked at the 'card that's not that much of a mission at all.  I 
could go have a bath, make a nice cup of tea, and still have plenty of time for 
writing,.....reviewing and editing, and then upoading.  Yup, it was a first half horror show this 
evening, as the 19 extras gifted to the Dark Side last night in the West League Cup defeat 
paled into insignificance compared to this evening's 44 that were presented to Ferguslie.  And 
if Stafford hadn't bunted, pulled and cut 24 off his bat in the last over of the game to get to 
68 not out, extras likely would've been the only meaningful contribution in an otherwise fairly 
pedestrian batting display.  But 44 were gifted, Stafford did bash 24 from over twenty, and 
the 'Loc were chasing 164 to win.  Aside Stafford's unbeaten 68 (52) only "Overseas 
Amateur" Venter (35) got past 7, as the visitors' middle and lower order looked pretty out-of-
nick.  Venter's 35 came at about a run-a-ball, and he looked the most likely to go on and 
"make a score".  That is until he tamely cut one to Ihty at short third man.  Stafford then 
held things together as the other batters struggled.  But with extras still rattling along - and 
the occasional over-throw lobbed in - there was no need for any concern.  100 was past in 
the fourteenth over,.....with 4 byes, and the 150 came up amidst that last over's carnage.  
162 for 6 the final damage.  For the 'Loc only likely the three slow bowlers - Beast (4-0-24-2) 
CJ2 (4-0-18-1) and Pasty (3-0-16-2) - can hold their heads up, though Lewis was culpable in 
regard to 6 of the 24 wides!  
  
To the run-chase.  Cutting to the chase [Ed: no pun intended!] it started brightly, got a bit 
stuck, then petered out as wickets tumbled.  Eventually the side'd finish 101 for 9, with CJ2 
top-scoring 34 (29), he and Pasty 17 (17) getting the side into a decent position early on, 
after Rosco had departed cheaply, to see them sitting 42 for 1 after seven.  Carruthers had 
been bunted out of the attack and a run-rate of "7s" was okay when 8-an-over was the 
overall rate needed.  But Pasty then nicked off to a Cameron:Stafford combo, and this proved 
to be a pattern from this point on.  Stafford would hold on to three catches behind the 



stumps, and execute a stumping at the second attempt to get rid of Ghaff', to cap a decent 
night for him, whilst Cameron [Ed: doing a rare Guillermo Vilas impersonation] helped himself 
to a "3-for".  Aside these two Hamza Tahir returned economical figures, and Ahmad picked 
up the wickets of Dr Uzzi and Stouty.  101 for 9 it was then, and defeat by 62 runs.  
  
Did those 44 runs make the difference?  Well, doh!, of course they're less than 62.  However 
- and as can be said about lots of individual elements of any game - the match would 
certainly have been far different if they'd been 35 fewer in number.  Cut out the overthrows 
and take-away Stafford's bonkers final over [Ed: yeh, yeh, what ifs and maybes!] and the 
'Loc would certainly have been in the game if not its winners.  The question that remains now 
is, after two,......oops, sorry, wait a minute, remember there were 53 extras gifted to St. 
Michael's in the 'Loc's only league loss thus far, so make that three real horror shows in the 
field, will the necessary improvements be made before the side next takes to a cricket 
ground, somewhere near you?!? 
  
The Rebel Alliance come second-best in the latest skirmish with the Evil Empire 
[posted 01/06/16] 
The Dark Side extracted their revenge for the defeat over at Toytown three weeks ago, 
winning tonight's West League Cup group stage match - comfortably - by eight wickets, with 
a bundle of overs unused.  After winning the toss, Pasty opted to bat first.  Jurie opened with 
Rosco given Dr Uzzi's late arrival, and the two started comfortably enough.  28 had been 
scored with a ball to go in the fifth over, but the combo wouldn't get to the end of the first 
quarter together as Jurie holed out to long-on for 17 (19).  Rosco then - albeit briefly - had 
Pasty for company, but after stroking a nice shot to the cover boundary the skipper then 
forgot to really commit to a shot over extra cover and was caught by Berrington high above 
his head.  34 for 2 in the eighth.  Owais was in at four, but his poor vrun of form wouldn't 
come to an end this evening as he departed for a scratchy 6 from eighteen balls to see Rosco 
welcome yet another partner to the middle [Ed: and there'd be more to come!].  Dr Uzzi was, 
however, Ross's latest partner, but only 1 would be added before Usman nicked one to 
Chaudhry, who held on well standing up.  Batting partner #5 for Rosco then.  CJ2 was the 
new partner, and he was his usual busy self from the get-go, but after a near run-a-ball 15 - 
and the ball after despatching De Lange over "cow" - he departed, trapped leg before.  This 
left just enough time for Beast and Rosco to scurry a further 16 runs from the last ten 
deliveries to see the 'Loc finish on 98 for 5.  
  
So what kind of total was that?  Answer: an odd one.  Clearly not really enough to secure the 
win, with the oppo' having to - likely - collapse to lose.  It was also a "funny" score in that 90 
all out might've been "better", with the side having tried to get to, say, 120.  Rosco hitting a 
6 off the last ball had seen him end up 40 not out from 44 balls.  Hardly terrible, but maybe, 
in hindsight, as the "in" batter, he might think it'd have been better had he tried to face, say, 
70 or 75 of the 120 balls, and not just about a third?  And maybe he, and others, might've 
risked more, earlier, knowing that getting to about 100 wasn't actually likely to win the 
game.  So, positives?  Rosco spending time in the middle against a decent attack, sure, 
notwithstanding the specific comments about this match.  
  
99 to win for the Dark Side then.  They opened their run-chase with the Trojan Horse and 
"Frind of Poloc", Paddy Barbour.  But both openers would go pretty cheaply - Carl holing out 
to Rambo at cover point, and Paddy bowled by Aliyan.  This saw Barrington and de Lange 
brought together at three and four, and save a couple of scratchy strokes early on, it'd be fair 
to say neither was too troubled as they saw the Empire home.  And with over five overs to 
go.  And though 98 was never really going to be enough - against most sides - the 'Loc 
bowlers again did themselves no favours by gifting runs in extras.  Compare and contrast 
ladies and gentlemen: the first innings (twenty overs) saw just 8 runs in extras, and just the 
1 wide and no no balls.  The 'Loc however - in just 14.1 overs - gave their visitors no fewer 
than 19 in extras, including 15 in wides with a no ball thrown in for good measure.  And to 
make things worse, over one was an eleven-baller that included wides and the no ball!  It 
really doesn't help.  Easy to say with a keyboard at your finger-tips, and not a ball in your 



hands, it's acknowledged, however the fact remains that it's a recurring problem.  And one 
that's easily fixed.  
  
Aside the wayward bowling, it should probably also be said that the ground fielding was 
better, better in that there was more energy and the hoped-for speed around the paddock 
and enthusiasm for the task was more in evidence.  The challenge is to bring this to every 
game.  And tomorrow's home Rowan Cup match against Ferguslie is the next opportunity to 
do just that.  
  
Derby win for the 'Loc [posted 28/05/16] 
Albert Park was the venue for the latest southside derby of the season, Weirs the hosts.  The 
'Loc side showed a few changes, with Ghaff' and Rosco away for the weekend, and Crazy 
Horse out through illness.  Weirs, too, were missing a couple of regulars, McCaig and Shah 
the absentees.  After the toss, that saw Pasty guess correctly, the 'Loc were in the field first.  
Weirs started cautiously, weathering the initial storm of Ihty from the far end and Jurie from 
the pavilion end.  But with the score on 9, the breakthrough was achieved, Mohammed 
hesitating when called for a single by his partner, his hesitancy costing him dear as Dr Uzzi 
picked up securely and threw accurately to Jimmy B who did the needful at the striker's end 
to see the home side one down.  9 for 1 then became 14 for 2 as Pasty took what would be 
the first of three catches at leg slip.  And there'd be more close catches held: CJ2 taking a 
sharp catch at silly mid-on, and Jurie making a couple of genuinely good grabs at "regulation" 
slip.  As this might suggest, ball was "doing a bit" off the pitch, mainly popping a bit for the 
slow bowlers.  And so the final 'card reflected this with Jurie (four), Beast (three) and CJ2 
(two) taking nine wickets between them.  And the wickets fell at fairly regular intervals, the 
biggest partnership being the 22 put on by Taqi and Kanwar.  70 all out was the final score, 
the home side batting for just 24.1 overs, and meaning the 'Loc would need 71 for the win. 
  
After tea, the 'Loc's reply would, however, get off to the worst possible start as Dr Uzzi 
smacked a Mohammed full toss straight to Pettigrew at mid-off who snaffled the catch.  One 
ball, one wicket: 0 for 1.  Pasty therefore found himself in, ball two.  Uzzair was his partner.  
These two then set about accumulating the runs needed, and pleasingly played pretty smart - 
low-risk - cricket in doing what was needed.  Bad balls were despatched, and the good ones - 
in particular from veteran Weirs slow bowler, Young - were carefully defended.  The two, in 
fact, would put on 74 together to see the 'Loc to the win, Pasty scoring his third half century 
of the season, finishing 54 not out, and Uzzair, again showing ability beyond his tender years, 
ending up unbeaten on 14.  A win by nine wickets therefore, and - as importantly - a good 
bounce-back league win after that outing down in Dumfries a fortnight ago! 
  
The 'Loc survive scrappy first half to stay unbeaten [posted 25/05/16] 
West of Scotland were the visitors this evening, on another beautiful night, coming over the 
river in search of West League Cup group stage points.  However in the final analysis it was 
the 'Loc who secured the 2 points, and head the group, at least for now.  With heavy traffic 
causing all sorts of chaos, the game started at its scheduled 6.15pm start time, albeit without 
one of the standing umpires, Billy McPate, and a 'Loc fielder, Owais, both stuck in queues.  As 
such, and for the first time this season, it was Youngy into his whites for eight overs of 
outfield scurrying!  [Ed: and thanks to - firstly - DJ, and - then - CJ - for picking up the 
scorer's gauntlet.]  Back to the game: West were batting first having won the toss, and they 
started well enough.  24 for 1 after five overs was likely honours-even with overseas player 
McLachlan looking in good nick, Fearn his partner after Gibb had been bowled by Jurie.  The 
second quarter's action was pretty similar too: 32 runs coming off overs six through ten to 
leave the visitors on 56 for 1 at halfway.  A second wicket was then eked-out by CJ2, who 
caught and bowled Fearn for 19.  57 for 2 in the eleventh over.  And three overs later West 
looked becalmed on 71 for 4 with a mis-sweep from McLachlan seeing him caught for 35 by 
Crazy Horse at short backward square-leg, again off CJ2, and Deshmukh having been cleaned 
up Aliyan without scoring.  
  



But then everything suddenly changed.  Beast three two down the leg-side for 5 wides a-
piece in over fifteen which went for 21 in total, and overs seventeen and eighteen from Ghaff' 
and Jurie were bunted for a combined 25.  And so before you could say, "Stop doing that 
Lewis" or "Why did he just dive over that ball?!?" West were 125 for 4 with two overs left.  
Luckily Ghaffar disposed of McNulty in over nineteen, and Aliyan got rid of Young on the first 
ball of the last over [Ed: thanks to a ridiculous stick-out-your-hand-and-watch-the-ball-stick-
in-it-type-catch from Dr Uzzi!].  138 for 6 was the final score.  For a long time it looked like 
being less, but also could've been a whole lot messier after those crazy late overs.  139 to 
win. 
  
The run-chase would be spear-headed by Jurie and Dr Uzzi, and they got off to a good 
positive start, 17 coming from the first two overs from Farndale and McNulty.  It was then 36 
for 0 two overs later as both batters despatched anything other than really good balls to the 
boundary.  And the two were just 1 short of a 50-run opening wicket partnership when Jurie 
decided to run down the wicket to McLachlan who'd come in to the attack at the Burrell End 
and was stumped.  49 for 1.  Pasty was the new batter, but he'd hole out at long-on to Gibb, 
to give McLachlan a second scalp.  Two rash shots given the good start.  Dr Uzzi continue on 
his way though, now with Owais for company.  These two added 29 before the former 
followed Pasty back to the pavilion in similar style: holing out in the deep to MacAulay off 
Farndale's bowling.  84 for 3.  But there'd be no collaspe.  Instead Ghaff' and Owais batted 
well together, playing positively and running hard.  35 were put on by the pair in exactly 
three overs, before they were separated when Ghaff' (15) lost his middle pole to McNulty.  
Owais (28) then departed two balls later, miss-pulling McNulty and being caught by 
Gardiner.  120 for 5 in the sixteenth.  But really, by this point, only a Poloc-esque collapse 
would prevent the 'Loc getting across the finish line, but no such calamity befell the side as 
CJ2 and Beast saw the 'Loc home with nine balls to spare.  A good win, and a decent match 
against good opponents.  
  
Better, but only really in one half [posted 15/05/16] 
Today's loss to Heriot's FP in the Scottish Cup means the club's gone from unbeaten in 
competitions a week ago to being on something of a losing streak!  A week's a long time in 
cricket.  Still, at least toda'ys second successive loss for the 'Loc saw some improvement on 
yesterday's debacle in Dumfries.  At least in two of the three components of the game.  To a 
poor batting display later, for now let's start with the positives.  Despite defending just 147 - 
and acknowledging this will have impacted how Heriot's approached their run-chase - the 
bowling unit's performance was like night-and-day compared with 24 hours previously.  
Yesterday saw that near unbelievable total of 53 extras leaks, today just 10 allowed.  The 
fielding, in particular the energy, but also the skills, were equally much-improved.  There 
were four top-drawer catches held: CJ2's two grabs (a low diving one at mid-wicket and a 
running over-the-shoulder one); Jurie's low, sharp, caught and bowled; Adil's two catches (a 
great running take of a steepler and a sharp chance at point); and Uzzair's ridiculous one-
hander at mid-wicket.  So ticks in those boxes.  The bowler's lines were also much better, 
and Crazy Horse's figures maybe don't reflect the threat he posed, particularly in the middle 
of his spell, as he came back in to the side.  But as it was the seven Heriot's' wickets that fell 
just weren't enough to prevent the loss, the Edinburgh side passing the 'Loc's 147 in the 38th 
over. 
  
And it was only 148 to win because of a poor first half.  Again with the bat, and very much - 
in fact spookily - like yesterday at Kingholm.  Then Jurie raced out of the traps, reached 50, 
and holed out; Pasty looked in good nick then got out; Owais didn't hand around nor trouble 
the scorers; CJ2 scored quickly, really got going, then inexplicably played a heave and was 
bowled; the middle order couldn't hang around; and the tail didn't wag.  And special mention 
to Aliyan who made it to the "Webbed Feet" Award table again, and should maybe have his 
own section on it for first-ballers - today his second first-ball duck in 24 hours.  147 all out.  
Scored at 4.2 runs per over, but a good run-rate that masks the fact that Jurie's S/R was 130, 
and everyone else's - bar CJ2 (75) - was sub-50.  For Heriot's there was a "4-for" for Brown, 
with the rest of the wickets being shared around.  So, work to do with the bat, and in 



particular the side needs to find a way to hang around and bat the 50-over allocation and 
work out they'll post any kind of score should Jurie, Pasty and/or CJ2 not make a big one.  
The skills are there - what's needed is the plan, the decision-making and execution, and the 
application.  Wasier to write about than do in practice, that's accepted, but just as 
improvements were made in the bowling and fielding, so they can be made to the batting.  
Next up is Wednesday night's trip to Albert Park in the West League Cup.  
  
Horror show! [posted 14/05/16] 
There's often something quite cathartic about spewing out thoughts after a bad result.  
However your scribe was left near speechless after one of the poorest shows by a 'Loc side 
that he can remember.  [Ed: and that's saying something!]  Okay, it's a young, very young, 
side and the PlayerReg teamsheet has but one or two images actually showing on it each 
week.  However that's no excuse given the [alleged] talent on parade.  And it wasn't the 
complicated things that were done poorly today, nope, it was - as on Wednesday when, 
despite the win over Clydesdale in the West League Cup, the signs of today's malaise were 
both first spotted, and then discussed afterwards.  Yet today still happened. 
  
Arriving at a chilly, but sun-kissed, Kingholm an hour before the start wasn't a fore-taste of 
anything particularly ominous, and when Pasty won the toss and decided to insert St. 
Michael's, everything was as it should be.  Put early pressure on a fragile home batting line 
that had struggled individually and collectively thus far this season.  "Get in amongst them" 
"early doors" to borrow two fitba clichés was the thinking.  But it just wasn't to be.  Far less 
there being no pressure, the very opposite - as on Wednesday - happened: 12 for 0 two 
overs in had already seen a no ball, 4 byes and and 5 wides!  St. Michael's off to a flyer and 
their batters needn't have been in the middle at all to achieve it.  And this was the pattern 
set.  Despite wickets being taken at regular-enough intervals, the ground fielding errors, 
handling errors, poor concentration and wayward bowling continued unabated.  Around home 
Professional Lulham - who scored 89 [Ed: around 50 of them scored after he'd dislocated his 
thumb!] only one other home batter - Brockwell with 22 - got past 13, yet St. Michael's 
posted 212.  A whopping 53 of these were in extras, the no ball and wide count meaning 
three more overs were bowled into the bargain.  As it was - officially - the 212 was posted in 
48.2 overs, though in reality it was more.  For the 'Loc there were seven bowlers used as 
Pasty tried to find someone to bring control, and four bowlers took a brace of wickets each: 
Ihty, Jurie, Pasty and CJ2.  Ihty's figures maybe - in isolation - reflect the bizarre'ness of the 
first innings.  He returned 8-2-23-2.  Pretty good you say dear reader.....but the 23 included 
10 in wides!  Lulham, who went on to make 89, was in all sorts of bother against Ihty, who 
beat his outside edge six balls out of six in one particular over, but that pressure was always 
then relieved by some other mistake.  A basic one.  The only highlights in the field were 
Pasty's sharp, low, caught and bowled, and the Ghaffar|Pasty combo that saw "Overseas 
Amateur" Jordan run out.  But even these were over-shadowed by numerous instances of 
fielders diving over balls, with a simple run out chance let go a-begging when Rosco failed to 
gather the in-bound sphere.  212 all out.  213 to win. 
  
And if the first half was bad..... 
  
Chasing 213 shouldn't have been a problem.  Fact.  The wicket was good, the boundaries 
short, the outfield quick.  All that was needed was proper batting, awareness of the game 
and a plan.  And after a blistering start from Jurie that saw the 'Loc race to 77 for 0 after 
eighteen overs any smart money would've likely been on an away win.  Jurie was opening in 
place of Owais who'd dropped down to four in search of form, and he was clearly enjoying 
the field being in.  Actually though, the field could've been in the next field and still not got a 
hand on some of the missiles that came off his blade in those early overs.  However the 
fireworks didn't last and he holed out to a really good running catch from Jordan to give 
Brockwell his first wicket.  Pasty was in at three, but his run of big scores stopped today as 
he became Brockwell's second scalp.  Yorked.  84 for 2.  Owais was next in and joined Uzzair 
who was still batting away.  However the move to four brought no more good fortune for 
Owais as he failed to trouble the scorers, being trapped leg before by that man Brockwell 



again.  77 for 0 had become 84 for 3.  Sigh.  CJ2 and Uzzair, however, steadied the ship and 
had added 60 together in good time when - inexplicably - in Brockwell's final over CJ2 mowed 
across the line and was bowled for 41.  Like Jurie, a start gained, but a failure to really go on 
the remaining feeling.  144 for 4.  Still though, six wickets in hand and "only" 68 runs needed 
with fifteen overs to get them in.  Cue Keystone Cops or Benny Hill theme tune music 
please.....  145 for 5 as Uzzair gave Brockwell his fifth wicket, like CJ2, having a heave.  151 
for 6 as Adil was run out coming back for a second after hitting the ball to "Overseas 
Amateur" Jordan in the deep.  166 for 7 as a result of Rosco playing back to a Holmes' 
delivery only for it to roll back and nestle against the base of the leg stump with enough force 
to dislodge a bail.  167 for 8 as Aliyan for no apparent reason swung at his first ball and 
holed out to long-on.  176 for 9 as Ihty was bowled round his legs by leggie Hulatt.  176 all 
out as Uwais is trapped LBW, playing back to Hulatt, second ball.  Beast left with a sheriff's 
badge, 11 not out.  144 for 3 and cruising, 176 all out.  More than six overs unused, and all 
bar one of St. Michael's recognised bowlers bowled out.  Words fail your scribe.  
  
Yet it was all foreseen on Wednesday.  That night the side won despite leaking 19 runs in 
extras in a T20, today's gifting of 53 was just too many.  And the batting frailty that then 
ensued begs the question of most of the 'Loc batters as to whether they're maybe quite as 
good as they think they are.  "Proof in the pudding" and all that.  The "vagaries of youth" to 
borrow another cliché might also be relevant.  But, still, there's now much to prove for this 
young side.  How to gain "cricket smarts", and quick.  How to read a game, and bring control 
when it's needed.  How to bring the skills shown at practice in to a match, understanding that 
concentration is the key in the field.  And, as importantly, how to manage a match, in 
particular - today - a run-chase: what's needed, how many overs are left, who's fielding 
where, who can throw, who can't, how many overs does each bowler have left, where are 
the singles, etc, etc.  And the first chance to show the needed improvement is tomorrow, 
when Heriot's come calling in the Scottish Cup.  A good, and immediate, challenge, against 
experienced and capable opposition.  
  
Report done.  Catharthis applied..... 
   
The 'Loc make hard work of the win [posted 11/06/16] 
Titwood was the venue for this season's opening West League Cup group stages, the Dark 
Side the opposition.  Under clear blue skies [Ed: by which our scribe means it was Baltic later 
on!] Pasty lost the toss and the 'Loc were batting first.  Jurie went up the order for this T20 
affair, opening with Owais.  The two started cautiously, just 9 coming from the first four 
overs, before over five saw the touch paper lit.  Ali's first over went for 10 as a bit of ooomph 
[Ed; a technical term!] was applied.  By over eight it was 40 that was on the 'board, albeit for 
the loss of Owais's wicket, dismissed by being run out at the bowler's end after a smart pick-
up-and-throw by young 'keeper, Guy.  This brought Pasty to the middle and, like the two 
openers had done, the skipper was careful "early doors".  Jurie though was in gear.  Anything 
that the home bowlers dealt him that wasn't in exactly the right place was despatched: six 6s 
and six 4s would be the boundary count as he stroked and bunted his way to a 66-ball 
unbeaten 96.  Pasty chipped in 28 at just under a-run-a-ball as the two added 108, or should 
we perhaps more correctly say the one-and-a-half put on, such was the dominance of Jurie's 
contribution to the three-figure partnership.  Then, when Pasty was yorked by Shakoor with 
nine balls left Uzzi got to the middle for a few balls and, with Jurie, scampered the final 9 
runs.  154 for 2 then, Jurie's 96* well worth the admission money,.....if there'd been any to 
pay!  
  
The home side's reply was always going to be a tough ask.  However they were assisted 
pretty much throughout the second innings by well-below-par fielding from the vast majority 
of 'Loc fielders.  The sloppiness started from the get-go too: 22 runs came from the first two 
overs as pace on the ball from Adil proved not to be the best approach, and Crazy Horse 
gifted 4 wides.  Then there was the no ball, a fifth wide and four (yes, 4!) overthrows.  All 
this helped the 'Dale get off to a flyer - openers Huyser and Barbour both quickly getting in to 
double figures.  Adil's nights with the ball didn't last long however, as pace off the ball 



became the preferred modus operandi, Ihty, like Adil, also struggling to find the necessary 
control to bring down the run-rate.  This preferred approach saw Jurie, Beast and CJ2 bowl 
half the overs in the end analysis, only Aliyan of the seam options getting through his full 
four-over allocation as he, alone amongst the seamers, found the correct recipe.  His return 
of 4-0-15-3 was arguably the stand-out bowling on the night, and with a good high catch and 
direct-hit run out added in, could build a case that his contribution to the second half was as 
important as Jurie's was to the first.  
  
After their blistering start the 'Dale batters struggled to keep up the pace, though were 
absolutely still "in it" until late on.  Huyser's 20 (27) and Barbour's 33 (20) were added to by 
a cameo 23 off just fifteen balls from Sabri, who threatened for a bit, and Guy's 25 from just 
fiteen balls in the death overs that belied his age.  However going at nearly 8's for a full 
twenty overs is tough, particularly if it's to be maintained as wickets are falling.  And so it 
proved as the home side's reply eventually finished on 142 for 8. 
  
So a good win in the context of the competition, and certainly lots to admire from the first 
innings, but learn from the second.  And the learning points are the really hard things, but 
executing the basics, and doing them consistently when under pressure.  That and the old 
adages of getting fitter, staying alert throughout and finding a way to "keep in the game" 
when in the field.  Next up in the group stages is a trip to Weirs next Wednesday. 
  
Straight-forward WU40 Cup win [posted 08/05/16] 
Helensburgh were the club's first round opponents today, at a gloriously warm Shawholm, in 
the WU40 Cup.  After guessing correctly, visiting skipper Stephens decided to bat first.  
However just eighteen overs perhaps he'd have changed his decision: Helensburgh had been 
bundled out for just 45, with only opener Lewis (10) getting in to double figures.  Abhi' and 
Beast, the 'Loc's opening bowlers, had started the rot early, the former making the 
breakthrough in the second over, inducing the edge from Adams that Jurie held on to a slip.  
It was then the Beast Show as Lewis helped himself to a "5-for", bowling in tandem with 
Crazy Horse who took a brace of wickets into the bargain.  8-2-17-5 was Beast's final figures, 
and when Mushy came in to the attack and took the final two wickets in his first over a target 
of just 46 had been set to see the 'Loc through to the next round. 
  
And that passage proved relatively simple as the target was chased inside ten overs, CJ2 top-
scoring with a breezy 20 at the top of the order.  47 for 3 then, Beast knocking off the 
winning runs with a straight 4 down the ground to the scorebox.  
  
Two from two [posted 07/05/16] 
The 'Loc made it two league wins from two today, at a blustery and not-so-warm Shawholm, 
defeating visitors Greenock by 93 runs.  217 all out beat 124 all out.  But as ever the bare 
bones of the scorecard don't really tell the full story.  After the toss, the 'Loc were batting, 
Pasty having elected to go first after visiting skipper Hempsey called incorrectly.  The Shah 
brothers were again the opening combo, and - as last week at Renfrew - avoided giving the 
opposition the gift of an early wicket.  33 were added before Owais departed, bowled by one 
of Greenock's overseas players, White.  This brought Pasty in to join Uzzair, but only 1 more 
run was added before both openers were gone, and Pasty had Jurie for company.  Again as 
seven previously, these two batted nicely together, and - after Pasty had got a life when 
Flack dropped him at extra cover - they started to accumulate a decent rate.  The total 
moved, first, past 50, then 100, as both batters moved along nicely.  However with the score 
on 114, Jurie unluckily played on, McIntosh the bowler.  This took the wind out of the 'Loc's 
sails momentarily as another wicket - CJ2's - fell just 3 runs later.  114 for 2 was now 114 for 
4.  Adil, batting at six, would come and go relatively quickly then too, and it was 127 for 5.  
The skipper was now joined by his fifth batting partner of the afternoon, in the shape of 
Beast.  And these two, as Pasty and Jurie had done, kept the scoreboard ticking over nicely 
from the moment Lewis reached the middle.  36 runs were added in just over eight overs, 
and the partnership looked like blossoming further.  That is until Beast inexplicably called for 
a second after turning at the river end like a oil tanker - run out by an accurate flat throw 



from the boundary by McIntosh.  He'd made 13.  Important runs, but there were a few more 
left "out there" methinks for Lewis.  And so it was a sixth partner for Pasty arrived.  In fact 
there'd be a seventh, eighth, ninth and tenth as the lower order batters individually failed to 
hang around too long, and ended up leaving Pasty stranded on 74 not out when the final 'Loc 
wicket fell at the end of the 48th over: 217 all out.  A decent total, but one that the visitors 
wouldn't have been overawaed by at all.  
  
After the tea interval, during which the covers were on for a bit after a light drizzle started, 
the 'Loc opened up with Adil from the Cart End and Ihty from the Burrell End.  And the two 
were "right on it" from the get-go.  The latter made the breakthrough as Flack shouldered 
arms and was bowled.  1 for 1.  It was then 19 for 4 as Ihty grabbed his second, and Adil 
took the other two.  All of sudden the game looked quite different, and 218 seemed much 
tougher an ask.  And almost unbelievably the collapse had only just started as, before you 
could say, "I've seen Poloc do this before", Greenock were eight down, and there were only 
27 runs on the 'board.  Incredible.  Ghaff' was tearing in and had a "5-for"!  Ihty the other, 
meaning he'd got three.  Phew.  Then, and as strangely, everything went ever so oddly 
calm.  Flat calm.  Greenock's eighth-wicket partnership of Hempsey and McDougall would 
eventually amount to 90, and the 'Loc's slow bowlers struggled to find ways to entice the 
false shot.  If anything they were bowling the wrong pace, too slowly and floaty, hoping for 
the miss-timed shot, instead of remembering to "really bowl it" and take the wicket instead of 
waiting for it to be gifted to them.  There was also a degree of scrappiness entered the fray - 
too many wides and byes simply added to the malaise.  But any faint hopes of a remarkable 
win for the visitors were finally ended when Hempsey's impressive knock was ended by Pasty 
holding on to a high catch at mid-off after Ihty had been brought back in to the attack.  And 
to finish the match off, Ghaff' trapped Sanghera leg before, and Greenock were 124 all out.  
A 93-run win, and a good win.  But, as ever, still lots to improve on.  
  
Next week sees a trip to Dumfries to take on St. Michael's. 
   
Good day one win [30/04/16] 
The 'Loc made the short trip to King George V Playing Field today to face Renfrew, one of the 
two sides relegated from the Premier Division last season.  After the toss it was the home 
side who were in the field as Pasty was invited to have a bat.  Then, with only an over 
bowled, everyone was back off the ground as hail stones and rain drove them inside!  
#Scottishsummer  After twenty minutes or so though things had improved sufficiently to let 
the game get started again.  Uzzair and owais were again the opening combo, but after 
they'd put on just 17, the former was dismissed for 11, nicking off behind.  This brought 
Pasty to the middle to join Owais who was still to get off the mark.  Unfortunately when he 
then gloved Malik to Said, he still hadn't troubled the scorers and the 'Loc were 19 for 2.  The 
wicket wasn't easy, and batting was a tad tricky.  In with Pasty now, batting at four, was 
Jurie on his 'Loc debut.  Some ship steadying was required and the two did just that, taking 
the total past 50, then 100, adding 110 for the third wicket.  And it was Jurie who would be 
the third casualty of the day as he got a ball that went underground to see him bowled by 
Said, for 72 from just 88 balls.  A more than acceptable start for the club's new Professional.  
Pasty was still going though, and with latest partner CJ2 for company he would go on to be 
part of a second consecutive 100 parrtnership.  Finishing - respectively - 99 not out and 60 
not out, Pasty and CJ2 batted out the innings to see 280 for 3 posted.  A more than decent 
target of 281 then.  
  
After tea, the Renfrew reply was spearheaded by Nawaz and Roy.  But as the 'Loc had done, 
early wickets hampered the creation of any real momentum.  8 for 1 became 15 for 2, with 
Ghaff' claiming both early scalps.  The ball that cleaned up Nawaz, for 10, was of the Jaffa 
variety.  Home Professional Said wasn't so easy to dislodge however, and he and Muzzaffar 
added 34 before Said went courtesy of a smart caught and bowled by Aliyan.  Though maybe 
Ihty wouldn't agree, Aliyan's "C&B" to dismiss Said likely partially made up for him having 
grassed a "dolly" off the first ball of Ihty's opening over.  In fact it was day of dropped 
catches with Jurie and CJ2 benefitting more than once in the 'Loc innings, and Aliyan being 



joined by Owais, Stouty and CJ2 when Renfrew came to bat.  Ooopps.    Back to the 
Renfrew innings.  After Said's dismissal it seemed the hopes of a home win left the park at 
the same time, and when Beast came in to the attack he started hoovering up wickets [Ed: in 
amongst an eclectic mix of deliveries!] and would end up with a "4-for".  At the other end 
from Aliyan and Beast Jurie was twirling away and would return figures of 10-3-14-0 on 
debut, that "0" being maybe the unluckiest "0" you'll see this season, his fielding team-mates 
apparently lining up to throw catches on to the ground off his bowling!  As it was the 
Renfrew innings would eventually be wrapped up in the 34th over, Pasty taking the last two 
wickets to fall, Stouty's stumping of Mullen the final act of the match to see the 'Loc win by 
176 runs and record a positive start to a new league season.  
  
Postives?  The win.  The three scores of substance with the bat in tricky conditions, and a 
competent-enough performance with the ball.  Areas for improvement?  Catching.  Catching.  
Catching.  Next up is Greenock at Shawholm in a week's time. 
  
Another encouraging win for the 'Loc as they secure the Eric Lane Memorial 
Trophy [posted 24/04/16] 
Uddingston's picturesque Bothwell Castle Policies was the venue for 2016's Eric Lane 
Memorial Trophy match.  Played on a bright, but still - as the day before - pretty chilly April 
afternoon, the match would see the side record a second consecutive morale-boosting pre-
season win.  With Pasty and Owais in Edinburgh with the Warriors Pro Team, Jurie Snyman 
still to arrive, Rosco at uni' and Ihty in Pakistan until Wednesday, it was a youthful 'Loc side 
that travelled to Lanarkshire for the clash.  And hosting them was a home side full of 
experience.  Captained by veteran Clarke, the Uddy XI featured Bawa, Bradley and Gul, with 
new signing Raza and pro' Hafeez adding to the challenge.  Undaunted by this though, and 
notwithstanding suggestions to agree the toss, 'Loc skipper-for-the-day Beast called right and 
determined that his side would bat first on a good-looking deck.  
  
Opening for the side would be CJ and Uzzair.  Both had opened successfully the day before in 
the pre-season matches with Prestwick, and today - again - they did a job for their team.  
Facing up to Bawa and Raza, the two youngsters put on 22 for the first wicket, before 
CJ chipped a catch to Allan.  And Uzzair had taken his score in to the teens before he was 
second man out with the score on 25.  25 for 2.  No drama though as CJ2 and Uwais - also 
both "in the runs" 24 hours earlier - added 52 for the third wicket.  And the third to go would 
be CJ2, caught by Hafeez off Bradley's bowling.  Stouty - in at four - didn't hang around too 
long though, and so it was Ghaff' who joined with Uwais in looking to put on the innings's 
second meaningful partnership.  But then just 20 runs later it was 97 for 5 with Uwais the 
latest to depart.  At this stage the innings was looking a tad perilous and stability was needed 
- enter the skipper.  Ghaff' and Beast put on 68 for the sixth wicket - in under ten overs - as 
they despatched the home side's bowling around the policies.  Good positive counter-
attacking batting, and a partnership of no little magnitude in terms of putting their side in 
position to post a decent total.  And when their partnership was broken when Adil went for a 
58-ball 50, Aliyan simply picked up the baton and added 45 with Beast in under eight overs.  
Again really positive.  Nothing reckless - just positivity.  Beast (47 from 42 balls) would be 
seventh out, and Aliyan (35 from 40 balls) would be the second-last to go, but by then - and 
after Raza finished off the innings by bowling Rob' - 230 was on the 'board.  A decent total, 
and defendable. 
  
Defendable that is if the side bowled well.  Opening with spin at one end - himself - Beast 
took responsibility and the home side's reply was never allowed to get away the 'Loc's 
bowlers and fielders.  In challenging conditions - it was cold! - the bowlers largely bowled to 
their plans, and wickets fell a regular intervals.  When the run-chase looked to be gaining 
some momentum, a breakthrough would happen.  "Overseas Amateur" Weldon racked up 48 
from 37 balls before The Enforcer cleaned him up, as an example.  This after Bradley's 46-
ball 44 had come to an end when the same 'Loc player somehow held on to a fumbling, 
falling catch at the n'th attempt, whilst lying prostrate on the deck, off Beast's bowling.  The 
Uddy middle order also failed to fire, with batters six, seven and eight mustering just 1 



between them.  Veteran Gul was, however, defiantly hanging around, and as long as he was 
still in the home side had a chance of the win.  But it wasn't to be, and Aliyan took the catch 
in the covers to see Gul depart for 35, and his side to the win.  A win by 30 runs.  
  
A good win then, and against a decent side.  Hopefully the belief that the weekend's wins 
bring will continue in to the new league campaign starting next weekend.  But for now it's 
okay to reflect on a weekend of lots of positives from the club's young and energetic players, 
and three wins where victory was achieved through the contributions of the many.  
  
Pre-season win for the 'Loc [posted 23/04/16] 
Season 2016 got underway at a bright but still chilly Shawholm today as newly-promoted 
Premier Division side Prestwick came a-calling.  The Ayrshire side arrived in good heart after 
a strong season in 2015, and with a near full-strength side on parade.  For the 'Loc it was the 
now familiar sight of a young side that took to the field.  Debuts were being made by new 
"Overseas Amateur" CJ Van der Walt [Ed: for now referred to as CJ2 to avoid confusion with 
the CJ!] and Adil Ghaffar, and it was "Welcome back" to Jimmy Blackburn who's back in 
Glasgow.  Also in the line-up and slated to open the batting was Uzzair Shah.  
  
After the visitors' skipper guessed wrongly it was Prestwick who would bat first.  And after a 
cautious start, their openers slowly began to compile a decent opening stand.  29 had been 
added when Miller (11) was first out, trapped LBW by Crazy Horse.  29 for 1.  This brought 
the hard-hitting former Kilmarnock player Jawad to the middle to join Macdonald, and it'd be 
Prestwick's new recruit who would make the stand-out contribution in the first innings.  His 
46-ball 61 included some big blows in to the trees, and it was only when he tried one-too-
many a bunt to cow that his assault on the 'Loc bowlers was ended - Owais holding on to a 
catch off Beast's bowling.  Around Jawad's 61 there were other cameos: Rowan (25) and 
Fleet (39*) are the two that immediately spring to mind.  193 for 5 was the eventual score 
posted as the Prestwick 40-over allocation came to its conclusion.  For the 'Loc Crazy Horse 
grabbed a brace of wickets, but it was Gaff's 5-1-7-0 that was likely the pick of the bowling 
figures, though Mushy's 5-1-12-0 stand out too. 
  
194 was the target therefore, and the run-chase started with the Shah boys in tandem.  And 
like in the first innings, things started slowly, but steadily.  In fact the start would be a good 
one as the brothers went past a 50-run partnership before being separated with the total on 
59.  Uzzair (20) was first out, letting Pasty join Owais in the middle.  28 runs later Owais then 
had another partner though, as CJ2 replaced Pasty after the latter smacked a Rao half-volley 
to Tennant at cover, who held on well.  Owais was batting nicely, and with CJ2 would add 34 
for the third wicket - his own.  He'd just gone past 50 himself when he - like Uzzair had done 
- was stumped by Jawad after advancing down the wicket.  121 for 3.  CJ2 had, however, got 
himself in by this point, and so Owais's departure didn't really stall the run-chase.  Stouty, 
who was batting five, would also be a perfect partner and foil for CJ2, scurrying and harrying 
with him as he made a cameo 20.  And by the stage Stouty's stay in the middle was ended by 
Morrison, the finishing line was in sight.  However a home victory certainly wasn't inevitable, 
with both sides likely believing they could win.  But it would turn out to be the 'Loc's day as 
the necessary remaining runs were accumulated with a ball to spare, CJ2 finishing unbeaten 
on 65, with Adil (4*) for company.  A good win. 
 


